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Mission Objectives
● Deployment of Beacons, each rendezvous with NEAs’ Small-Body Orbit
● Data Collection comprising a universal cadastre
○ Sensors/Instrumentation: Geolocations and In-Space Activity Capture
● Integration with Service Providers through API








○ Intuitive interface (robust python 
API)
○ Secure e.g., quantum key 
encryption (QKD)
Further Investigation
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● Locker in Cis-Lunar Orbit
○ Cis-Lunar Comms Base station
○ Constellation Network Repeater 
Node
○ Downlink Relay
● 8x Deployable Beacons




● Property Ownership and Usage Rights in Space
● Historical Norms
○ Societal and Economic
● Registration (e.g., UN Registry for Objects in Space1)
● Developers:
○ Possible use cases, applications not 
limited—based on validated 





Missions Involving Secondary CubeSat Deployments
➔Psyche2
➔Proteus3
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